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Notes
Neal Chatterley added all 3 heathchecks - working well - thank you 

 -   OOM-914 Add LOG component robot healthcheck CLOSED

 -   LOG-223 tracking: Add robot healthcheck for 3 LOG containers - see OOM-914 CLOSED

as part of larger HC lockdown   -   OOM-960 OOM Healthcheck lockdown - currently 32/39 : 20180421 CLOSED

http://jenkins.onap.info/job/oom-cd-master/2760/console
Last Logging spec review was last Thu - mostly around the markers ONAP Application Logging Specification v1.2 (Casablanca)#Markers

ONAP Application Logging Specification v1.2 (Casablanca)
Discussion

Dave Williamson external component using the elk stack - RequestID collision with an existing system using ONAP - what if a BSS 
system uses the same field

A rest call with a X-transaction-ID already provided - will process normally? but need to handle differences in how it is used - 
writeup

discuss impact of renaming to TransactionID -   -   LOG-232 Rename requestID to TransactionID CLOSED

Luke: need subcontext - for example in SO (uses requestID for DB ops)
Lee Breslau secondary: protect against malicious use of the header fields - writeup
TODO: start thinking about both of these for the security subcommittee
TODO: examples of a header with the X-transaction id and partner name for example
TODO: nail down all the types of logs (looks like 5 normally + more) -https://git.onap.org/oom/tree/kubernetes/aai/charts/aai-gizmo
/resources/config/log/logback.xml
Finalize: # of log files (leaning on 1 log - except for debug logs causing issues) - check volumetrics (for all the logs in one stream 
between filebeat/logstash) - prototype this
Meeting Thu at 1130 EDT on spec review (in terms of consolidating the log files) - try to get required fields covered off in the wiki

Order: wiki
Order: MDC's output ? OPS would like an order enforced? - would need to hardcode in property name="pattern"
see format example sent by luke for multiple appenders

JIRA board - https://jira.onap.org/secure/RapidBoard.jspa?rapidView=53&view=planning&selectedIssue=LOG-146
Beijing RC1: 

Start CSIT testing
Define pairwise testing
Finish code coverage
cover off licensing https://nexus-iq.wl.linuxfoundation.org/assets/index.html#/reports/logging-analytics

 for /b61b13b6af824b5aaa931cb063271153 https://jenkins.onap.org/view/logging-analytics/job/logging-analytics-maven-clm-master/
Look at POMBA project scope change proposal - POMBA
hold
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